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And we are back in the LNER Stadium - and as we 
write - a game away from the Championship. 

In what has been an incredible season, the Trust is 
hoping to offer you something to read with 
updates from the FPA and also the Gold 
Membership as well as a restart to some 
community work from the Trust after lockdown. 
 
If you would like to write something for the next 
issue please contact us at 
media@redimpstrust.co.uk

WELCOME
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I am proud and honoured to be associated as a 
member of the Red Imps Community Trust for the 
past five years.

During this period I have 
served as a board 
member and I currently 
hold the position of 
chairman. I also served as 
the trust representative on 
the LCFC board for two 
years.

I never imagined at 

anytime that these five years would coincide with 
the unbelievable success of LCFC.

As I pen these few words, we 
await the play off final to 
achieve championship 
league status. Let's hope we 
can maintain our unbeaten 
run at Wembley Stadium.

The people within The Red 
Imps Community Trust and 
LCFC are a pleasure to be 
associated with, dedication 

and commitment do not 
come near to 
describing their work.

What will the next five 
years hold for us all? 
Who knows, however, 
I'm sure they will be 
eventful as always.  
 
After all this is Lincoln 
City FC.

Peter Doyle

Chair of the Red Imps 
Community Trust.
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 I’d imagine there aren’t that many opportunities that present themselves for a bog-standard 
supporter to be involved at board of director level in their local football club. Once is a great 
experience and to get another chance years later has to be right up there in terms of good fortune. 

 I had the honour of representing the Trust on the Lincoln City board of directors in 2000 for around 
five years, and last year in 2020 that role was offered again. I thought it might be interesting to 
compare the club then and what I found twenty years later. 

 In the early 2000s there were some massive challenges to overcome and everyone associated with 
the club pulled together to try and meet them head on. Lincoln City was a small club but a proud 
one in those days and the team effort that took place meant debts were cleared and stability 
achieved. Step forward twenty years and the organisation is a very very different kettle of fish. 
Perhaps it might be best to pick out a few areas of the club and see how they compare.

 The most important people at any club are the supporters. For many years you could always rely on 
a hardcore of 2500 to 3000 fans at Sincil Bank whatever the team got up to. In the play-off years this 
of course increased a good bit. Now the core support in season 2020-21, were we allowed in to 

OUR CLUB - 2000 AND 2020 VISION OF 
THEN AND NOW
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matches of course, would be circa 9000 or even 
more. A phenomenal increase and a testament 
to the success there’s been over the last few 
years. 

 Under Keith Alexander training took place at a 
playing field at Canwick. When injuries kept 
cropping up because of twisted ankles from 
stepping into rabbit holes, the squad moved to a 
school in Cherry Willingham. They ate school 
dinners with the pupils and trained on the school 
pitches. This was a simple but 
successful example of the football club 
extending into the community. Even then 
difficulties arose 
because the pitches 
weren’t planned to be 
maintained during the 
summer holidays 
when the kids weren’t 
there. It never 
mattered to Keith 
because he’d use the 
3G or the main pitch 
even though that 
made a right mess of 
it. Now there’s the 
state of the art EPC 
up off the A15 and 
while I haven’t had the 
pleasure of a visit there it’s clearly a very special 
facility. It is making a huge contribution to the 
development of players whether starting off on 
their footballing journey or already in the first 
team. 

 The pitch at Sincil Bank was always a problem. 
We spent what we could and one close-season 
held a ‘Sponsor a Sod’ fundraising campaign to 
raise a bit more than normal. I remember being 

on the pitch when an away side - Darlington I 
think it was - arrived and had a wander on it 
before going to get changed. I swear those 
players looked at our playing surface and were 
beaten before they started.

 This season we have a very good pitch and 
there will be a lot on investment in it in the 
summer. We have in Michael Appleton a 
manager who has created a team plays the best 
football many of us have ever seen in a red and 
white shirt, and the board are backing him by 
providing a surface of the quality his squad 
deserves. 

 Our chairman 
Clive Nates, his 
board of 
directors, and 
staff led by 
Liam Scully 
have to be 
amongst the 
most 
professional 
and skilled in 
the English 
football 
pyramid. They 
run the club 

with drive and ambition but with a respectful eye 
on the traditions of Lincoln City and football in 
general. The community ethos of the club and 
the extent and impact of the overall Lincoln City 
family is a joy to witness. They know their 
challenge is to be the best they can be now but 
that they have to leave a sustainable legacy 
for those who follow.
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 In around 2002 the board at the club grew when 
our ‘Community Ownership Package’ comprising 
the Trust and admirable local business people 
was accepted. It had to grow because things 
were very tense before then, and at one stage 
the board of directors comprised Jim Hicks, 
retired bookmaker, and me. The board, the CEOs 
- we had a few of those - and the staff did a great 
job, but it was all very modest. I like to think we 
were professional then as well, but clearly not on 
a scale we see two decades later. 

 The great Keith Alexander was manager in the 
early 2000s and I don't need to describe him 
here. It's all been said. I'd have a meeting with 
him in his office and come out buzzing about 
what he'd got planned. His players did too, 
whether they were in the team or not. Now I have 
the pleasure of hearing what Michael Appleton 
and Jez George have to say at a board meeting 
and they are just as impressive. With greater 
resources than Keith had their plans for the 
squad display the volume of work they do and 
the thoroughness of it. Those resources are 
eye-watering compared to the Alexander years, 
but let's not forget they aren't high compared to 
other clubs at our level. Clearly miracles can still 
be worked twenty years later.

 The Trust - now with a new moniker - is still here 
at the club, and is still the vehicle for people like 
me to take the fans' voice into the boardroom. 
The organisation played a big part in Lincoln 
City's revival at the turn of the century along with 
some prominent individuals who came on board. 
I won't name them for fear of missing one 
out, but they were brilliant. The Trust has had 
good years and bad ones, like the parent club. 
It's probably true to say that its presence has 
subsided a little bit in the Nates years. Anoraks 

like me who keep an eye on the trust movement 
in general recognise that traditionally Trusts at 
clubs are often right up there when it comes to 
helping their club when there's a crisis and 
maybe toddle along a bit when things are good. 

 However, since its 20th anniversary late in 2020 
the Red Imps Community Trust have really 
stepped things up. Engagement with fans and 
the local community is vitally important and the 
Trust are helping the Lincoln City family in 
growing those links.

 At the time of writing this article there are some 
distinct similarities in the Imps fortunes over the 
times I've been describing. We made the League 
Two play-offs then and we're in in the League 
One play-offs now. Both are 
amazing achievements. What really hits you 
though is team spirit. On the pitch, amongst 
those within the club, and amongst our brilliant 
fans there's a spirit that gives you 
goose-bumps. I don't think this is just because of 
events on the pitch although that's the bulk of it. 
There's another element to it though, and that's 
the personality of Lincoln and Lincolnshire 
people. We love people who work hard for our 
club and go the extra mile. We repay them with 
the atmosphere we create in our ground, other 
grounds we're playing at, and it the City in 
general. Football can do that to you and, just like 
the early 2000s, with the current Lincoln City it's 
happening all over again. 

This article first appeared on the Stacey West 
website - www.staceywest.net
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NOTES FROM THE 
FPA
As I write these notes the outcome of the Imps 
season is unknown but whatever the result at 
Wembley on Sunday, this season has, 
undoubtedly, exceeded all our expectations.

Another visit to Wembley is the icing on the cake, 
let’s hope the outcome is similar to the 
Checkatrade Trophy final a few years ago.

To be back at the LNER on Wednesday night 
representing the Former Players Association 
alongside John Kennedy and Gavin Gordon was 
an absolute pleasure.

Before entering the stadium we took part in the 
banner parade welcoming all fans back to the 
ground on behalf of the Trust, with many other 
Trust colleagues. Footage was taken by Sky TV 

and was promoted to all viewers watching the 
Sky coverage.

It was a terrific atmosphere all evening made so 
much better by the result, which proved to decide 
the tie over the two legs.

The Former Players Association is gradually filling 
up our calendar after the lockdown our first 
formal appointment is the defence of the John 
Reames Trophy at Sleaford Golf Club. This is an 
annual challenge match for the trophy held in 
honour of our former chairman and manager, the 
FPA currently hold the trophy and are keen not to 
let it go.

On behalf of both the Former Players Association 
and the Red Imps Community Trust I would like to 
wish you a lovely summer and look forward to 
getting together in August, regardless of the 
division we are in. 
 
Trevor Swinburne Chairman FPA

vi
Check out the Former Players Association directly at their website for all the latest information on 

their activities - https://lincolncityfpa.co.uk/

https://lincolncityfpa.co.uk
https://lincolncityfpa.co.uk


 
Prior to the Hull City game at the LNER stadium, I 
was delighted to host the Red Imps Community 
Trust Gold Members in our third 
and final meeting of the 
2020/2021 season. The pandemic 
has brought about a number of 
logistical challenges, least not 
how to run our popular Gold 
Members meetings that usually 
bring together our membership 
from across the country three 
times a year to Sincil Bank for a 
social gathering, an insight into 
the inner workings of our beloved 
football club and (hopefully) a good result in the 
football.

Thanks to some creative thinking – and Zoom – 
we have moved our meetings to a virtual 
platform this season, enabling us to still get 
together, and whilst we’ve had to provide our 
own “virtual buffet” everything else has tried to 
be as loyal to the original format as possible. It’s 
been a learning curve for us all, managing so 
many people eager to speak without the usual 
visual cues that it is “your turn”; but we’ve 
followed the general rule of “use the raise hand 
tool if you can find it, and if you can’t, wave your 
hand vigorously at the camera and we will know 
you have a question!”.

For our final meeting we were honoured to 
welcome Chairman Clive Nates, Vice-Chairman 
Jay Wright, and  CEO Liam Scully to talk about 
everything Lincoln City, and whilst the topic of 
the European Super League was inevitable, we 
also covered budgets, investment and plans for 
the future infrastructure of the club.

We were then joined by the gaffer, Michael 
Appleton, to get an update on the first team, the 
starting line up and his plans for the end of the 
season and beyond, in what is always an 
insightful and honest session. Jez George and 

Jordan McCann then took us 
through the processes we are 
following to identify and attract top 
talent. We got a look at the hours 
of hard work put in to ensure that 
we are the first choice destination 
for the very best in up and coming 
loan talents; and Jordan 
described how far we have come 
with the Academy, and the 
importance of the all-round 
educational offering we are able to 

put to our scholars thanks to our partnership with 
the Lincoln Minster School.   

Our final session of the day saw us joined by 
Former Players Association members Trevor 
Swinburne, Matt Carmichael, and Gordon 
Hobson. Time flew by listening to their memories 
of their playing days at Lincoln City – always a 
popular segment of the meeting for our 
members. 

This was our final meeting in what has been a 
very unusual season, and we hope that very 
soon normal service will be resumed, and we will 
be able to meet face to face at the home of 
football once again.

With our thanks to all our guests this season, and 
to our members who have been patient and 
understanding as our virtual meetings have 
evolved over the course of the pandemic!

With Best Wishes & Up the Imps!
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GOING FOR GOLD!



Sometimes when you’re deeply involved in something, and everyone is working hard to make it 
successful, it’s very difficult to be subjective about it. You think everything is going well and you’re 
delighted at the progress being made, but it’s the people you serve who are the ones who judge the 
impact you’re making. 

 Consequently I’d like to think the Red Imps Community Trust has made very good progress since we 
recognised our 20th anniversary late on last year, but it’s our members and fans generally who will 
really know.

 Bottom line we’ve certainly done a lot more. Our media activities, whether informative or for 
entertainment, have become much more active. We’re reaching many more people. Our aims and 
objectives have been examined in depth and what we do now and in the future is clearly defined. We 
want to support our fans, our club, and our community, and we’re doing that. Importantly your views 
as supporters are carried into the boardroom by your representatives, including by me. 

 I’m not going to give you a long account of everything all our Trust people have been occupied with 
over the last few months in this issue of Impress but, even with lockdowns to contend with, we’ve 

ROB BRADLEY
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been contributing to the forms of fan 
engagement and club and community initiatives 
that are so important to this football club.

 The club have backed us over this period and 
it’s great they have faith in us going forward. The 
Season Ticket and MyImps memberships for 
2021-22 as recently publicised by the club all 
include Red Imps Community Trust 
membership unless those purchasing 
specifically don’t require it, so our 
membership numbers should be pretty 
healthy over that period. We’ll reward the 
club’s confidence in us by providing a 
service to our members old and new that 
they’ll be very pleased with.

 Finally a personal message. I hit three score 
years and ten last October and in fact the 
afternoon of my 70th birthday was spent 
attending my first Lincoln City FC full board 
meeting since taking up this role. I reckon 
I’ve got another 18 months or so as 
supporter/director with RICT, along with 
being chairman of Lincolnshire Cricket and 
vice-chairman of Lincoln City Women FC, 
before it’s probably time to recognise I’m not 
up to it any longer and need to pack it all in. 
I might not have that long of course 
because these things are all down to other 
people. However, I am determined, 
especially when it comes to the Trust 
position, that I’ll do everything I can along 
with my admirable colleagues to make sure 
this supporters’ organisation at this great 
club is as well run and high performing as it 
possibly can be. Whether we achieve that is, like 
I said at the start, down to our members and the 
fans generally, and that’s exactly how it should 
be.

LITTER PICK
On Sunday 23 May 2021, members of the Trust 
board helped out with a cleaning up session 
around the Sincil Bank street area of Lincoln with 
the Riverside Team..

(photographs courtesy of Richard Laika)›
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www.colleaguebox.co.uk 
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